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Abstract. The e•rly time evolution of •n ionosphericelectron depletion produced
by • r•di•lly expandingelectron•tt•chment chemicalreleaseis studied with • twodimension•l simulation model. The model includes electron •tt•chment chemistry,
incorporatesfluid electrons,p•rticle ions •nd neutrals, •nd considersthe evolution
in • plane perpendicularto the geomagneticfield for • low bet• plasma. Timescales
considered•re of the order of or less th•n the cyclotron period of the negative ions
that result •s • by-product of the electron•tt•chment reaction. This corresponds
to time periods of tenths of secondsduring recent experiments. Simulation results
showthat • highly she•red •zimuth•l electronflow velocity developsin the r•di•lly
expandingdepletion boundary. This she•red electronflow velocity •nd the steep
densitygradientsin the boundarygive rise to sm•ll-sc•le irregularitiesin the form of
electron density c•vities •nd spikes. The nonlinear evolution of these irregularities
resultsin tr•pping •nd ultimately turbulent heating of the negative ions.
1. Introduction

(Ni(CO)4). The corresponding
dissociative
electronattachment

reactions

for these chemicals

are as follows

Electron attachment materials such as SF6 have been

utilized in ionosphericmodificationexperimentsfor over

30 years [Mendillo and Forbes,1982, and references
therein]. In recentyears, there has been renewedinterest in the electron density depletionsartificially produced by this type of chemical release. These artificial depletionshave a wide variety of potential usesin-

SF6+e-

•SF•+F

CF3Br + e- •

Br- + CF3

Ni(CO)4+ e- • Ni(CO)• + CO
The attachment rate coefficientsk are typically of the

cludingperturbationof auroralcurrentsystems[Bernhardt et al., 1991] and focusingof high-powerradio
waves[Bernhardtel al., 1994]. Also, becauseof the
negative ion plasma created as a chemicalby-product

orderof 10-7cma/s.The massof thenegative
ionspro-

five electron

iments, NICARE 1 [Bernhardte! al., 1991], NICARE
2 [Bernhardtet al., 1993],and CRRES ionospheric
focusedheating(IFH) [Bernhardtet al., 1994],havebeen

duced by these reactions is much larger than the mass

of the dominantpositiveion (O+) at the altitudesof

interest. The releaseproducesan initial plasma configplasma(e- of these releases, opportunity exists for studying the urationin whichthe ambientionospheric
from a negativeion plasmaby a relaphysics of negative ion and dusty plasmas in space O+) is separated
[Ganguliel al., 1992].The electronattachmentrelease tively thin boundary layer.
A seriesof recently conductedsoundingrocket experreducesthe electron density directly through dissociaattachment.

Attachment

chemicals

have

been shown to be superior in many respectsto chemicals classicallyusedsuchas H20 and H2 which produce
electron depletionsindirectly through ion-moleculere-

actions[Bernhardtet al., 1991]. The attachmentreleasesproducefaster and larger perturbations because
of largerreactionrate constants.Chemicalsusedduring
recent experimentsincludesulfur hexafluoride(SF6),
trifloromethylbromide (CFsBr), and nickel carbonyl

sucessfulat creating electron depletionswith maximum
diameters of up to 30 km by releasingattachment materials. These experiments were the first to make in situ
measurements inside of electron depletions produced
by attachment chemical releases. The measurements
showed that the electron density was reduced from on
the order of 105 to 102 cm-a on timescales much less

than the negativeion cyclotronperiod(~ 0.1 s). High
time resolutionLangmuir probe measurementsshowed
this electron density reduction to typically occur within
several milliseconds. Initially, the boundary layer separating the ambient and negative ion plasma was quite
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a thickness of the order of 100 rn or less.

Small-scaleplasmairregularitiesin the form of electron
density cavities and spikes with diameters of 1-10 m
were observedin the boundary layer. The timescalefor
the irregularitydevelopmentwaslessthan the negative
ion cyclotronperiod(~ 0.1 s).
Theseexperimentalobservationshavepromptednew
theoreticaland numericalsimulationmodelingefforts
since past work had primarily consideredthe depletion evolution on large space and timescales. These
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may exist in the boundary layer. Waves developand
produceirregularitiesin the boundarylayer becauseof

theshear-driven
electron-ion-hybrid
instability(EIH) as
describedby Gangullet al. [1992]and Scaleset al.
[19944].Theseworksarguedthat the EIH instability
shouldbe the dominantsourceof irregularitiesrather
than the lowerhybriddrift (LHD) instabilitywhichhas
beenproposed
to explainirregularities
observed
during

the AMPTE bariumreleases
[Winske,1989].The fact
that (1) the shearfrequency
(ratio of maximumflow
early works considered electron attachment and neu- velocityto flowvelocityscalelength)exceeds
the lower
tralization chemistry,airglow production,macroscopic hybridfrequencyand (2) vortexstructuresareobserved
electrodynamics,
and macroscopic
plasmainstabilities in the simulationssupport the EIH rather than LHD
[Mendillo and Forbes,1982; Bernhardt,1984, 1986, mechanism
as is described
by Romeroet al. [1992b].
1987, 1988; Bernhardt et al., 1991; Scales and BernA limitation of our previoussimulationwork [Scales
hardt, 1991]. Our earlier theoreticaland simulation et al., 1992, 19944]wasthat it did not includeelectron

work[Ganguliet al., 1992;Scaleset al. 1992,19944] attachment chemistry and therefore could not realistiwasthe first attempt to considerthe early time micro- cally describethe creation and evolution of the electron
scopicprocessesassociatedwith chemicallyproduced depletionand negativeion plasmafrom the expanding
electron depletions. The simulation work of Scales et

neutral cloud. The present work has severalpurposes.

al. [1992,19944]considered
the evolutionon timescales The first is to extend the work of Scaleset al. [1992,
of the order of or lessthan the negativeion cyclotron 19944]by includingattachmentchemistryin the simulaperiodand spacescales
of roughly10 negativeion Lar- tion model. This will provide a descriptionof the overall
mor radii. This correspondsto timescalesof tenths of earlytime (lessthan the negativeion cyclotron
period)
secondsor less and spacescalesof a few hundred me- evolution of a chemically produced electron depletion
ters or less during the experiments. The contribution as well as a more detailed and realistic descriptionof
of Scalese! al. [1992, 19944]was a preliminaryde- the boundary layer processesthan provided in the past
scription of the initial electrodynamicevolutionof the work. The recentCRRES IFH experimenthasprovided
depletionand the nonlineardevelopment
of plasmapro- high time resolutionobservationsof small-scaleplasma
cesses
that occurin the depletionboundarylayer. The irregularitiesthat exist in the depletionboundary layer

principalresultsof this workshowedthat (1) a highly
shearedelectronflow velocitydevelopsin the depletion
boundarylayer initially and (2) this shearedelectron
flow velocity acts as a free energysourcefor the developmentof wavesin the boundarylayer. Strongly
shearedelectronflowsoriginatedueto the densitygradientsat the boundary,especiallysincethe gradients
in the ion and electrondensitiesare in oppositedirections. This featureleadsto physicswhichis uniqueto
electronattachmentchemicalreleaseexperimentsand
distinguishes
them from other chemicalreleaseexperiments,suchas the barium releasesduringthe AMPTE
seriesof experiments[Bernhardtet al., 1987; Winske,
1989; Huba et al., 1990]. As explainedin Gangullet
al. [1992],the electronflow velocitytransverse
to the
geomagnetic
field B at early timesafter releasemay be

[Bernhardtet al., 1994].Recently,Scaleset al. [1994b]
have made a preliminary study of these irregularities
by usingour new simulationmodel. Thereforea second
purposeof this work is to provide a more detailed study
of theseirregularitiesand the associatedprocesses
in the
depletion boundary layer that may be used to aid in interpretation of the recent experimental measurements.
This work is organizedas follows. Section 2 provides
a detailed description of our new simulation model. A
representativesimulation run is presentedin section3.
This section will consider the overall electrodynamics
of the releaseas well as a study of wavegenerationand
accompanyingwave-particleinteraction processes.Section 4 providesa summary and discussionof the results.
2. Simulation

Model

approximated by

Te]
Vt.(r)
• E(r){
B 1q-[T•
n+(r)
q-•-•-_
n_(r) 1 }

(1)
where he, n+, n_ and Te, T+, T_ are the electron,
positiveion, and negativeion densitiesand temperatures,respectively.The shearedelectricfield E(r)
developsin order to maintain quasi-neutralityat the
boundarysincethe electronsare stronglymagnetized
and the negativeionsare essentiallyunmagnetized
on
these timescales[Ganguli et al., 1992; Scaleset al.,
19944]. Sincene -• 0 in the electrondepletion,it can

We have developed a periodic two-dimensionalelectrostatic hybrid simulation model to study the evolution of chemicallyproducedelectron depletions. As in

our previousparticle-in-cell(PIC) model[Scaleset al.,
1992,19944],weconsider
a two-dimensional
plane(xy)
perpendicular to the direction of the constant background magnetic field B denoted by •.. Our hybrid
model

treats

the electrons

as a massless fluid

while

treating the ion speciesand neutrals as simulationparticles. The validity of the fluid approximationfor electrons has been verified from the results of our full PIC
model simulations since the electron behavior remained

be•seen
from(1) thatstrongly
sheared
electron
flows fluidlike. The hybrid model allowsus to efficientlyin-
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corporate electron attachment chemistry. This chemistry is essentialsince electron attachment by the expanding neutral cloud causesthe depletionboundary
to expand in time. Our previoussimplified model consideredthe caseof a stationary boundary.
In our hybrid model, the ions are advancedin time
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[1971]. The coefficients
are advancedin time by using
a leapfrog method. This time integration schemewas
shown to be strongly stable for sufficientlysmall time

stepsby Gottlieband Orszag[1977].

The electric potential is calculated from the electron
fluid densityand the ion particle densitiesby usingthe
by usingthe samestandardPIC techniques[Hockhey Poissonequation
and Eastwood,1988; Tajima, 1989; Birdsall and Lang-

don,1991]as in our previouswork [Scaleset al., 1992,
1994a]. We considertwo ion speciesas before,backgroundO+ andthe negativeionsX-, whicharecreated
where eo is the permittivity constantand q• and qisare
throughelectronattachmentby the neutrals. The ith
the
electron and ion charges. The secondterm on the
ion simulationparticleis advancedin time from the full
right-hand
side of (7) representsthe ion contribution
equationsof motion
dxi

to the chargedensity with the subscripts denotingthe
particular ion species.The ion density is calculated by
counting the ions at the grid cellswith an appropriate

-

weightingas describedby Birdsalland Langdon[1991].

dr,
= q._L•
(E+vixB)
dt
ms

(3)

Poisson'sequation is solvedin Fourier spaceas

eø/c2•bk
-- qenek
+ E qisnisk
(S)
Here xi and vi are the positionand velocity of a particular ion and qs and ms denote the chargeand massof
the ion species.The electricfield E is evaluatedat the
The neutrals are treated as simulation particles just
particle positionsby interpolationfrom the simulation as the ions. Each of the neutrals is given an initial pogrid points[BirdsallandLangdon,1991].The ion particles move in two-dimensionalcoordinate and velocity
space.

In the hybrid model, we considermassless,
fluid electrons that evolvein time t accordingto the continuity
and momentum equations

sitionx0 and radially directed(•) velocityv0, and assumed to have a small thermal velocity vx at t - 0. All
neutrals initially lie at the center of the simulation box

(the releasepoint) within a cylindricaldiskof radiusr0
and the neutral density is constantwithin this region.
Spatially, the radial velocity of neutrals is taken to vary
from

0--•+ ve.Vne- L

(4)

zero at the cloud center to a maximum

value at

the edge to be representative of the diffusive expansion of neutrals into the backgroundplasma. That is,

V0 -- vr(r/ro)•, wherewe referto vr as the neutralex-

ExB

(5)

pansionvelocity. The neutrals experienceno force from
the electric and magneticfields and thereforethe posi-

Here n• and v• are the electronfluid density and veloc- tion of the ith neutral as a function of time is
ity. The term L is a lossterm due to electron attachment which will be described in more detail shortly.
x(t) - ,,ot +
(9)
Sincethe electronsare m•sless and have zero temperature, their velocity is simply givenby the divergenceless In general,the electronattachmentlossL is givenby
E • B drift.

The electric field is related to the electric

potential by E -

-V•.
The continuity equation is
L -- -knenn
(10)
solvedby usingthe pseudospectral
technique[Orszag,
1971]. The spatial dependence
in (4) is decomposed where nn is the neutral density and k is the attachment
into its spectralrepresentationby usingdiscreteFourier rate coefficient. Both the neutral and electron density
[Scalesand
transforms. This reducesthe partial differential equa- lossrates are governedby this expression
Bernhardt,
1991,
and
references
therein].
A
modelcan
tion in (4) into the following
ordinarydifferential
equabe specifiedfor the neutral particle number variation

tion

with time due to the electron attachment.

dn•k

1

dt +• E (PX•)'q•bpn•q-L
k (6)
p+q=k

wherewe haveused(5) and writtenthis expression
in

We consider

a simplifiedmodel in which the total numberof neutral
particles Nn varies with time t as

Nn(t) - Nnoexp(-t/r)

(11)

terms of the electric potential. This is the governing where Nn0 is the total number of neutrals at t - 0,

equationfor the Fouriercoefficients
n•k of the elec- and r is the neutral particle attachment time constant.
tron density, where k denotesthe Fourier mode num-

is calculatedin x spaceand dea]iasedby usingthe grid

The constant r is choosento produce electron density
reduction rates that are comparable to those observed
during recent experimentsas will be describedshortly.

(or phase)shiftingtechniqueof Pattersonand Orszag

It should be noted that since the number

ber. The convolution
term on the left-handsideof (6)

of simulation
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neutrals is much less than during actual experiments, quencyand rx = 27r/•x is the negativeion cyclotron
the simulation 7' must be artificially small comparedto period. As stated earlier, recent experimental observathe physical
value7'= (kn•)-1 to produce
the desired tions showreductionsin the electrondensityby a factor
of 10a on timescales of the order of 0.001 s which corredensity reductions.
In the simulation, we adopt the followingsimplified spondsto roughly 0.01rx for the attachment chemicals
model for the attachment chemistry which incorporates under consideration.The electron density reductionin
the essentialaspectsand is computationallyfeasibleand the simulation model can be no more than a factor of

efficient.Eachtime step At, a numberof neutrals(de- 30 for an initial electrondensityof 30A-•. Duringthe
terminedby (11)) are randomlyconverted
intonegative experiments,it follows that a reduction by a factor of
ions in regionsof nonzeroelectron density. These neg- 30 occurs in roughly 0.005rx. In the simulation, the
ative ions retain the same position, velocity, and mass neutral particle attachment time constant 7' is choosen
as the neutral. If an attempt to produce a negative such that •xv:
3 which producesa comparableelecion in a region of zero electron density is made, the tron density reduction rate in the simulation. This can
"attachment" is prohibited and the neutral is allowed be seen as follows. The electron density reduction rate
to make another attempt at a later time step. Instead early in the simulation(t << 7') can be estimatedfrom

of calculatingthe lossterm L from (10) directlyit is dne/dt • -nn/r.

Usingthe simulationvalues,we find
more computationally efficient to calculate L by using dne/dt• --104A-:•v•
1. Thiscorresponds
to a reducthe fact that the negativeion productionis -L. There- tion of 30z•-a in 0.003rx.
fore each time step, the density of the newly created
To scale our simulation space and timescalesto the
negativeionsis calculatedas describedearlier with the experiments,we need to considerthe negative ion cyappropriate grid weighting. Denoting this density by clotron period and Larmor radius. As we stated earlier,
the typical cyclotronperiod for the negative ions at the
Anx, the lossterm L in (4) is calculatedfrom
altitudes

Anx

of interest

is a few tenths

of a second.

For

negative ions moving at an expansionspeedof several
L-- A•(12) hundred
meters per second,Px will be of the order of
Note that our model doesnot directly take into account 10 m. Therefore our model considersspacescalesof the
the fact that the electron attachment

loss rate decreases

order of 100 m and timescales on the order of 0.1 s. We

with decreasing
electrondensityasis described
by (10). believe that neglectingion-neutral collisionsis a reaWe have developeda more sophisticatedmodel which sonable approximation in our model since Scales and
incorporatesthis processwithin the frameworkof the Bernhardt[1991]estimatethis collisiontime to be of
simplifiedmodel just described,however,we find that the order of I s.
the results to be qualitatively the same.
The initial configurationof the simulationwe present
in the next

section is as follows.

The simulation

box

3. Results

size is 128A x 128A, where A denotesthe grid spacing.
We now presentthe resultsof a representativerun of
The Larmor radius of negative ions moving at the expansionvelocity vr is denotedby px and px - 16A. In the simulation model describedin the previoussection.
terms of Px, the simulation box sizeis 8px x 8px. The The discussionwill consist of two parts. The first is
initial density of the ambient positive ions is constant a discussion of the initial creation of the electron deandequalto 30 particles
pergridcell(30A-2). Quasi- pletion and negativeion plasma as well as the initial
neutrality requiresthat the initial electronfluid density electrodynamicevolution. This will be followed by a
be set equal to this value. At early times after release, descriptionof the developmentof irregularities in the
the neutral densityis much larger than the background depletion boundary layer.
plasma density. In the simulation, the initial neutral
3.1. Depletion and Negative Ion Cloud Creation
cloud radius r0 is taken to be 4A and the neutral den-

sity6000particles
pergridcell(6000A-2).Thisrepresentsthe initial impulselikereleaseof the neutrals into
the ambient plasma. The radial expansionvelocity vr

Figure I showsthe initial and final radial density of
the neutral cloud. As stated earlier, the initial neutral
cloud radius is 4A and the density is 6000 particles per

is choosenso vr:

grid cell to model the impulselikerelease.By the end of

20vx:

0.25vo, where vx and vo are

the thermalvelocitiesof the negativeions(andneutrals) the simulation, the neutral density has been reducedto
and positive ions. These values were choosento model 30 particlesper cell due to radial expansionand electron
conditionsduring the experimentswhere the expansion attachment. The neutral density at the end of the run
velocityand O+ thermalvelocityareroughlyestimated is of the order of the initial backgroundplasma density.
to be 300 and 1200m/s respectively.Sincethe neutrals Figure 2 showsthe radial drift velocity of the neutrals
are expected to have a relatively small thermal velocity and the two ion speciesaveragedover all particlesin the
we take vx << vr << vo. The massratio of the negative simulationbox. Note that the negativeion cloudslows
and positive ions is 8' 1 which is representativeof the ra- down relative to the expandingneutral cloud. The postio for the negativeionsdescribed
earlierandO+. The itive ions acquirea negligiblysmall radial drift velocity.
time period over which the run is made is •xt : 3, The averageneutral velocity in Figure 2 decreaseswith
where •x is the negativeion cyclotron(radian) fre- time since the faster neutrals populate the expanding
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Figure 1. Neutralclouddensity(in particlesper cell)
at the beginningand end of the simulation.

depletion boundary where they are lost to electron attachment.

The radial density of the three plasma species is
shown at two times, f•xt - 0.25 and 2.5, in Figure 3.
The electron density has already been reducedto nearly
zero insidethe depletionat f•xt = 0.25 and a sharpelectron density gradient exists at the depletion boundary.
The negative ions are created with the expansionvelocity of the neutral cloud. Since the negative ions are
unmagnetizedon this timescale,they are free to move
radially acrossthe magnetic field unlike the electrons
which only azimuthally E x B drift. Therefore, initially,
there is a pile-up of negative ions inside the radially expandingdepletionboundarywhichcan be seenat f•xt --

25
0

]Ivbx./
3'2

64 0

32

64

Figure 3. Radial densityof the three plasmaspecies
at f•xt - 0.25 and 2.50. Dashed line indicates values
at f•xt = 0. Note radial expansion of the depletion
boundary.

0.25. This negativechargebuildupat the boundaryproducesa strong radial electric field Er. This ambipolar
roughly32A. The boundaryhas broadenedsomewhat,
electric field acceleratesthe ambient positive ions away
but the electrondensitygradientis still relativelysteep.
from the releasepoint and producesa depressionin the
The large radial electric field acrossthe boundary
positive ion density. This result was also noted in our
layer producesan azimuthalE x B flow in the plasma.
previouswork[Gangullet al., 1992;Scaleset al., 1994a] Since the ions are essentiallyunmagnetizedon these
and is characteristicof the electrostaticsnowploweffect
timescales,the E x B flow of the ions is small in comdescribed
by Bernhardtet al. [1991].At f•xt = 2.5, the
parisonto the flow of electronsas was observedin the
electrondepletionboundaryhasexpandedto a radiusof

simulations
of Scaleset al. [1994a]andpredictedby the
theoreticalcalculationsof Gangullet al. [1992]. The
electronazimuthalflow velocity(VE) is shownin Fig-

RADIAL

DRIFT

VELOCITY
ß

0.2
neutrals

(The boundaryis at r • 10A at f•xt = 0.25 as shown
in Figure3.) As time evolvesto f•xt - 1.5, the bound-

Vr
0.1

_

0.0

ure 4 at f•xt = 0.25, 1.50, 3.00. At f•xt - 0.25, the
electronflow velocityis highly shearedand localizedat
the depletion boundary with a value of VE • -1.6vo.

ary layer radially expands and the maximum electron
flow velocity is coincidentwith the depletion boundary
which is roughly at 20A. The maximum value of the
flow velocity has decreasedsomewhat to -1.25vo. At
the end of the simulation, f•xt - 3.0, the flow velocity
has relaxedsignificantly.As will be discussed
later, this
flow velocity is reduced becauseof the developmentof
irregularites which broaden the boundary layer.
Figure 5 showsthe temporal developmentof the elec-

Figure 2. Radial drift velocity(averagedoverall particles)for the neutralsand ionsduringthe simulation. trostaticfieldenergy(in the wholesimulationbox) durNote that the negative ion cloud slowsdown relative to ing the simulation. The radial and azimuthal field enthe neutral cloud.
ergiesare shownseparatelywith the total field energy
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the chemistry sustainsthe relatively sharp density gradient and negative chargesurplusat the boundary. It

ELECTRON
FLOW
VELOCITY
1.6

PRODUCED

•X•' 0.•

should be noted that

this was not the case in the work

by Scaleset al. [1994a]sincethat work did not include
attachment chemistry. In that work, anomalousdiffusion of the electronsinto the depletion causedby waves
reducedthe negativechargesurplus,relaxed the sharp
electron density gradient, and produceda decayin the
field energy as the system evolved in time. Also, in
Figure 5, we see that near the time the radial energy
reachesa maximum value, the azimuthal field energy
begins to grow above the noise level and continuesto
grow until roughly •xt - 2.5. The azimuthal energy
is the result of unstable plasma wavesin the boundary
layer. These wavesproduceirregularitieswhich are the
subject of the next section.

0.0

-1.6
1.6

0.0

-1.6

....

1.6

3.2. Depletion Boundary Layer Irregularities

"Xt ' 3.0o

0.0

-1.6

!

0

.

32

64

Figure 4. Electronflow (E x B) velocityat fixt 0.25, 1.50, and 3.00. Note that maximum flow is in the
depletion boundary and the velocity profile relaxes by
the end of the simulation.

equal to their sum. The radial field results from the
negative charge surplus at the boundary as has been
previously discussed. The azimuthal field results from
azimuthally propagating electrostaticwavesdriven by
plasma instabilities that will be discussedshortlY. The
radial field energy increasesrapidly, reachesa maximum value at roughly fix = 0.75, and then remains
at roughly a constant value. The reason that the radial field energy remains near a constant value is that
ELECTROSTATIC
ENERGY

130

To display the developmentof the boundary layer
irregularitiesin more detail, Figure 6 showsthe twodimensionaldensityof the three plasmaspeciesat three
times during the simulation. At •xt - 0.25, the electron depletion and negativeion plasma havejust been
completelyformed. The gradientsat the boundaryare
very steep and irregularitiesin the densityare barely
visablethoughthey exist. At •xt - 1.25, well-defined
structures are observedin the electron density. Also,
structuresare beginningto becomemore evidentin the
negativeion cloudas well. At •xt - 2.5, irregularities are more evidentas well as vortex development
in

the electrondepletionboundarylayer.This structuring
ultimately broadens the boundary layer. Irregularities
are also evident in the negative ion cloud in the form
of density clumps. It should be noted that the work of

Scaleset al. [1992,1994a]showednegligiblestructuring
of the negative ion cloud. The accompanyingelectrostatic potential •b is shown in Figure 7. The potential
showsthe developmentof irregularitiesas well. At the
end of the simulation, the potential, like the boundary
layer, exhibits broadeningin space.
Azimuthal crosssectionsof the plasma density and
potential at •xt - 1.75 are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
The cross sections are shown at three radii.

The three

radii r/A -- 30, 26, and 22 correspondto crosssections (1) taken outsidethe depletion,(2) at the outer
edgeof the depletionboundary,and (3) at the inner
edgeof the depletionboundary,respectively.At r/A
-- 30, the plasma density is uniform with no evidence

of irregularities.At r/A65

26, the electrondensityex-

hibits deep density cavities. Coincident with the electron density cavities are enhancementsin the negative
ion density. These correspondto the density clumps
observedin Figure 6. At the inner edge of the depletion boundary, the electrondensityirregularitiesexhibit
more spike-likesignatures. The electron density cavities and spikesin Figure 8 show many similaritieswith
the experimental observationsduring the CRRES IFH

experiment[Bernhardtet al., 1994]. Irregularitiesare
Figure 5. Radial and azimuthal electrostaticfield en- evident in the negative ion density. At both positions
ergy during the simulation.
inside the depletion boundary, there is some evidence
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Figure 6. Two-dimensionaldensityof the three plasmaspeciesat 12xt - 0.25, 1.25, and 2.50.
Note irregularitydevelopmentin the electronand negativeion cloudboundaries.

of small cavities in the positive ion density. The potentim shownin Figure 9 exhibits relatively deep potential
wells associatedwith the electrondensity irregularities.
This large potential ultimately traps the negative ions.
Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution of the az-

POTENTIAL

128

imuthalthermalenergy(averaged
overall particles)for
the positive and negativeions, To and Tx respectively.
The positive ion energy increasesnegligiblyduring the
simulation. Most of the wave-particleheating is in the
negative ions where the energy increasesby a factor
of roughly 90. The negative ion energy increasesuntil

o

128
•.:':.,,.:.:...•::,,
"??..?'...
•o(.¾:

fixt •

2.5 which is when the azimuthal electrostatic

field energy in Figure 5 saturates. Since vo - 80vx
initially, Tx < To at the end of the run, however.

The azimuthalphasespaceat the fixed radiusr/A
= 26 is shown in Figure 11 at three times, fixt - 1.25,
1.75, and 2.75. This radius correspondsto one of the
same valuesshownFigures 8 and 9 so comparisonscan
be made. At fixt - 1.25, the phasespaceshowsnegative ionsthat are near the leadingedgeof the expanding
neutral cloud. Perturbations are barely evident. However, a small positive azimuthal flow velocity vox exists
in the negative ions which is consistentwith our ear-

o

128

lier results[Gangullet al., 1992; Scaleset al., 1992,
1994a]. At •xt - 1.25, v•x • 7vx. Later, at •xt 128

1.75, the phase space showsthe negative ions at the
outer edge of the expandingdepletionboundary layer.
Figure 7. Electrostaticpotential at fixt - 0.25, 1.25, Trapping is evident and hot negative ions can be seen
to be coincident with the electron density cavities seen
2.50. Again, note irregularity development.
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Figure 8. Azimuthalcrosssectionsof the densityfor
-7r
0
7r
the three plasmaspeciesat •xt - 1.75. Note r/A =
0
30, 26, and 22 corresponds
to outsidethe depletion,
the depletionboundaryouter edge,and the boundary Figure 9. Azimuthalcross
sections
of the electrostatic
inner edge,respectively.Note irregularitiesin the form potentialat f•xt - 1.75. The radii shownare the same
of density cavitiesand spikes.
asin Figure8. Notethe potentialwellsin the boundary
layer.

in Figure8. Also,from Figure9, it is seenthat these
ionsare trapped in the steeppotentialwellsassociated
with theseirregularities.At late time, •xt - 2.75, the
phasespaceshowsthat negativeionsinsidethe depletion have beenstronglyscatteredin phasespacewith
someparticlesreachingenergiesnear 30vx. Therefore
the particlesin the tail of the distributionreachenergies
near that of the background
O+. The waveamplitude
increasesuntil the potential becomessufficientlylarge
to trap the negativeions. In this case,the conditionon
the potentialfor trappingis [Hasegawa,
1975]

energyfor thisinstabilitycomes
fromthe highlysheared
electronflow velocity Vr. in the boundary. This instability produceswaveswith lineargrowthnearthe lower

hybridfrequency
WLHwhere
W•H-- w•/(1 + (COpe/•ce))
2 •
andwo, wpe,andfleearethe 0 + plasmafrequency
and the electronplasma and cyclotronfrequenciesrespectively. The nonlocalfluid dispersionrelation for
AZIMUTHAL

1

eq•
,,,•mx(voxv•)2

(13)

wheree is the unit chargeand v• - w/k is the wave
phasevelocity. We estimatev• '• - 15vx from the
perturbationsin the negativeion phasespace. Using
this estimatefor v• and our estimatefor v0x implies
ed/Tx '" 240 for trappingwhichis in agreement
with
Figure9. The fact that v• • v0x << vo explainswhy
heatingis primarilyobserved
in the heavynegativeions
rather than the lighter positiveions. Most of the negative ions are near resonance with the waves for this
V4.

THERMAL

ENERGY

100 "'

T(t) 50

T(o)
0.0

1.5

ftxt

3.0

Scaleset al. [1994a]arguedthat the electron-ionhybrid(EIH) instability[Gangulleta!., 1988;Romeroet Figure 10. Azimuthalthermalenergy(averagedover
al., 1992a]wasthe sourceof the wavesin the depletion all particles)for the ionsduringthe simulation.Note
boundarylayer observedin their simulations.The free negativeion heating.
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simplify(15) by makinga local approximationwhere

•(x) - 5•exp(ik•x)andk• isthewavenumber
in the
• direction.This impliesd2/dx2 -•-k• 2 in (15). Also,

nac)
} 0
-

(14)

since Vr• is • directed, the maximum growth occursfor
k• = 0. Using these approximations, we obtain the
local dispersionrelation

whereG(;0)= 52/(52q-1)(1-(;0LH/;0)2),5 = Wpe/•ce,

-

-

-

isthe

inversedensitygradientscalelength. The perturbed
potentialis givenby 4• (•). In the simulationgeometry,

•:y&2
_&+¾•y- 0 (16)
+ •i$ cq

r and 0 correspondto ß and •, respectively,in the above
where& - ;0/;00 and ky - kyLr. are the normalexpression. In our simulation limit, me • 0. This ized frequencyand wavenumber.Also, 5i = ;0o/f•o,
implies5 • 0 and WL• • wo. Taking a limit • m• • 0 ai = Vr./(f•oLr.), and S = Lr./Ln. The ratio 5i during

we obtainfrom (14)

d-

the simulation is approximately 3.5. Early in the simu-

-

a;02kyen
-

-

lationwhenf•xt • 0.25,wefindS • I (Lr. • Ln • 2A)
and ai '• 3.2. The numericalsolutionto (16) for

these parametersis shownin Figure 12. The solid line
correspondsto the real part of the frequency ;or and
wherea - w•/•o. Thefreeenergy
fortheEIH in this the dotted line correspondsto the imaginary part
limit comesfrom couplingof the density gradient en (growthrate). Maximumgrowthoccursfor kyLr.• 2.

(15)

with the shearedvelocityVr(x). Wavesare produced The maximum growth rate and frequencyat maximum
with w • wo and kyLr • I (Lr, the flow velocity growth are both approximately 0.8;0o.
gradientscalelength). Derivationsof (14) and (15) are
We find that the linear growth phase for the waves
provided in the appendix.
To considerthe developmentof the EIH instability
in the depletion boundary during the simulation, we
NEGATIVE
ION
PHASE
SPACE
r/A = 26

30 -

ing • = 2•rrd/m, whererd is the depletionradiusand

:• ,.,'-v
.;.:..•.. • ,-•.. ':., ß" o'".

o
-:30 •'

:
f•xt = 1.75

•:

Vo

.'i.

'

•.

.

'. .,,•......,
....

m is the mode number for perturbations in the boundary. During the linear phase, rd m 6A and from Fig-

ure 6, m - 6. This implieskyLr. • 2. The wavefrequency;ormay be estimatedfromthe phasevelocityv•
(;0r/ky) inferredfromperturbations
in the negativeion
phasespace. We estimatev• • -15vx whichimplies
;or • 0.5;0o. Therefore we find that the linear theory

describedby (16) providesa good descriptionof the
':.

"•%.::":,:,..:
:.,' •,,.:., .•' '::.
o

the negative ion azimuthal phasespaceexhibits strong
perturbations indicative of nonlinear processes.Using
the azimuthal electrostaticfield energy at the boundary, we estimate ;0i • 0.5;0o during this time period.

The wavelength
A (2•r/ky) maybe estimatedby assum-

f•xt = 1.25

30.

in the boundary layer occurs very early in the simula-

tion when 0.0 < f•xt • 0.125. After this time period,

:

wavesearly in the simulation.

... .

vx

-30 -:

30 [

f•xt = 2.75

l"'";''•; ' '"

.-'."•,.. •

•

"' ' '/'• •

, t .... ".'

ß
..:;::;':..:...:. '•! ._•...

0

o
-30 •
-71'

I

2

3

kyLs
Figure 12. Dispersion
relation(;0 versusky) showing

Figure 11. Azimuthal phasespaceof negativeionsat
•xt - 1.25, 1.75, and 2.75. The radiusshownis r/A
= 26 to correspondto crosssectionsshownin Figures
8 and 9. Note trapping of negativeions.

the linear growth of the EIH instability early in the
simulation. The solidline indicatesreal frequency,while
the dotted line indicatesimaginaryfrequency(growth
rate).
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releasemay have fundamental effectson the radio beam.
This is an important problem that shouldbe considered
We have presentedresults of a numerical simulation in detail with future investigationsto furher understand
study to further understand physical processesassoci- focusingby artificially producedelectrondepletions.
ated with early time creation and evolutionof electron
depletions produced by attachment chemicalreleases. Appendix-Electron-Ion-Hybrid
This work providesan important advanceover our past Instability

4. Summary and Discussion

work [Scaleset al., 1992, 1994a]whichdid not include
attachment chemistry. We find that many of the processesobserved are qualitatively consistent with the
early work, but the more realistic model showsseveral
important fundamental differences. As in our earlier
work, we find that a highly shearedelectronflow velocity developsin the boundary of the depletion. However, since the attachment chemistry sustainsthe steep
density gradients and negative chargesurplus at the
boundary, this sheared velocity flow is maintained for
longertime periods. Unstableazimuthalwavesdevelop
due to this sheared velocity and density gradients at
the boundary as in our earlier work. These wavesare
allowedto grow to larger amplitudeswhen chemistryis
included. The wavesproduceplasma density irregularities in the depletion boundary. The electron density
exhibits irregularitiesin the form of deep cavitiesand
spikeswhere the size is smaller than the negative ion
Larmor radius. This irregularitysignatureis dependent
on the position in the boundary layer. As pointed out

In this Appendix we briefly outline the derivation of

the eigenvalueconditions(14) and (15) whichdetermine the stability of the depletion boundary layer. To
obtain this result, the previousformalism of Ganguli et

al. [1988]and Romeroet al. [1992a]is generalized
to
include a negative ion species. In this formalism,the
potential •b,speciesdensity ns, and flow velocity vs are
linearized

as follows:

4,- 4,0+ +
ns-- nsO
-['ns1-- nsO(X)
-['ils1
(x)ei(•y-wt)
+
+

(A1)

Here subscripts0 correspondto zeroth-order equilibrium quantities and I to first-order perturbed quantities. The magnetic field B is in the • direction, •
denotesthe directionof densityand flow velocitygradients,and $ris the directionof the flow velocityand wave

propagation.Note that VE(x)• = (-V•b0(x) x •)/B is
by Scaleset al. [1994b],theseshowsimilaritieswith the shearedE • B flow velocity. From a Vlasov analysis
the irregularities observedduring recent experiments
of equilibrium
featuresof theboundarylayer[Ganguliet
[Bernhardtet al., 1994]. Irregularitydevelopment
in
al., 1992],wefind that the electronsarewellmagnetized
the ions was observedwith structuring in the negative
ion density the most pronounced. This was not predicted by the earlier work. The negativeion cloudproduced exhibits structures in the form of density clumps
and spikes that are coincident with the electron density irregularities. Turbulent wave-particleheating of
the negative ions is also observed. The positive ions
are observedto receivenegligibleheating. Negativeion
trapping becomesa more important mechanismfor saturating the wave growth than the broadeningof the
electron flow velocity and density profilesthat was describedin our earlier work. All of the processes
observed
in our simulation model are expectedto occuron a time
period lessthan the heavynegativeion cyclotronperiod

sincetheir shearfrequencywsis muchsmallerthan their

cyclotronfrequencyflee (i.e., a• = ws/flce<< 1, where
w• = Vm•r/LE, Vm•r is the peakvalueof the electron
cross-fieldflow, and Ls is the characteristicscale-sizeof

thisflow). On the otherhand,the ion shearfrequencies
are muchlarger than their cyclotronfrequencies.This
makesthe ions effectivelyunmagnetized. We also find
that the ion cross-fieldflowsare negligiblecomparedto
the electron cross-fieldflow. Using these approximations in the linearized continuity and momentum equa-

tions[Gangullet al., 1988;Romeroet al., 1992a],the
perturbed densitiescan be calculatedto be

(~ 0.1 s).
Our resultshaveimportant implicationsfor the useof
attachment chemicalreleasesto produceartificial dec'tron depletionsand negative ion plasmasin the ionosphere. Particularly important is the developmentof
plasma density irregularitiesduring the early time evolution

as is observed in our simulation

results. These ir-

•'01(•)
--qo•2 --•--'•2
-I"
• •1(•)

regularitiesinitially leave the plasmahighly structured
and therefore

affect the creation

and evolution

over

larger timescales. This fact has not been considered
in past work and will be studiedin our future modeling
efforts. As we noted earlier, one important future use
of artificially createdelectrondepletionsis the focusing
of high-powerradiowaves[Bernhardtet al., 1994].The
deepelectrondensitycavitiesand spikesin the depletion
boundary producedby plasma instabilitiesduring the

- )

+

qx

+

(A4)
(A5)
(A6)

Here wo, qo and wx, qx are the plasma frequencyand
chargesfor the positive and negativeions, respectively,
"

2

2

V• = d V•/dx , and • - Wpe/flce.The permittivity
constantise0anden= (dneo/dx)/neoisthe densitygradient inversescalelength. Using the aboveexpressions
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alongwith the Poisson
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